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-introduction-
In this game, you can play 5 games.
The pig shaped trigger is used as “Enter button”.
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-Choosing the partner-
Before you play games, you can choose a partner who would cheer you up.
Target the panels which is placed in front of each girls, then pull the trigger to enter.
In the same way, target the panels in front of Robot to choose the excise.
Now, let’s go work out!!
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-Space 3D Brick Smash-
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Pull the controller trigger to release a red ball.Hit it back and break blocks!
You can get higher score as you break smaller blocks.
Your game is over when you lose 10 balls or you hit the metal blocks.



-City Air Jump-
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Jump as high as the target line above your head!
The floor will rise higher every time you jump higher than the line.Your game is over 
if you don't jump for 10 sec or you couldn't jump enough.Fly high!!



-Stadium base hitting-
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Pull the controller trigger to release a ball, then hit it back to the blocks.
You can get higher score as you hit it to the small blocks.
Hit as many blocks as you can within 20 balls!



-Construction Site : Whack Bad Pigs-
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Whack as many pigs as you can in 60 sec.You can get points as you whack the Pigs 
with Yellow helmet(10pt), and with White helmet(30pt) for each.But be careful! You 
musn't whack the angel pigs! When you hit them you would lose 30pt for each.



-Poolside Boxercise-
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Hit the pig noses on the sandbag!The colors of them are randomly change.
You can only hit the Blue one and Pink one so You can get each points, the Blue is 
30pt, and the Pink is10pt! As you hit the Red one, you would lose 30pt.
Watch out for the Red nose!



- Rapport Mode-
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Each games has evaluation which is estimated by how you cloud get the score, such as Bad, 
Good, and Excellent.
If you could get “Good" score or higher, you can touch your partner after the game.
You may be given a little treat if you were able to get “Excellent” score...?!

This manual is based on 1.0 released version. This might change in the actual products caused by update.
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